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There is reason to believe that in coming years the Project Administrator (PA) will be an increasingly central figure in the project
management process for "Inside Project Companies" or IPC's. These are companies that provide products (i.e. consumer or industrial
goods, natural resources) or services (i.e. financial institutions, transportation, distribution, communications, food) to their customers
and only do projects for themselves to enhance their profitability or reduce costs (i.e. product development, re-engineering,
consolidation).
Engineering and construction companies, defense contractors, general contractors, architectural firms; all do projects predominantly
for clients outside of their own company. We will call these companies "Outside Project Companies" or OPC's. If OPC projects
repeatedly overrun their budgets or schedules or fail to deliver what was promised profits go negative. OPC's must do project
management efficiently to survive.
The cost of an IPC project appears as an expense on the company's bottom line. If their projects overrun their budgets or schedules or
fail to deliver what was promised but do not significantly impact company profits it is not a major concern. However, with the
globalization of the world's business community IPC's have been under increasing competitive pressure to improve profitability and
reduce costs, which has led to an increase in the number of internal projects. The cost of projects for IPC's have become a more
significant factor on the bottom line and of increasing concern to management because there are more of them and because their costs
and schedules are not well planned or controlled.
Recognizing they have much to learn about project management IPC's have increased their budgets for project management training
and consulting services, established project management career paths and support organizations, and developed or purchased
methodologies, standards, and processes. Interestingly, IPC's rarely educate their project executives (PE's) and rarely look to the more
experienced OPC project organizations for guidance. A comparison of OPC versus IPC project management practices reveals
significant differences in practices in the areas of: Accountability of Executives Responsible for Failure, Contract Arrangements with
the Client, Project Team Motivation, Project Manager (PM) and Team Selection, Project Management Education, Project Office Role,
Project Management Process, Planning, and Tracking and Reporting.
For example, an OPC PE may lose his/her job if their project goes badly. Under the same circumstances an IPC PE will retain their
job level or even be promoted. It is difficult for an IPC to hold their PE as accountable as an OPC PE because the IPC PE isn't a
career project management professional and has no project management training. The IPC PE must trust their project management
professionals and the tools and processes selected by their organization. When the project fails the process is blamed instead of the PE
and more emphasis is placed on improving the process, tools, and training.
Unfortunately most IPC's do not recognize the significance of the deficiency in project management experience of their PE's. The IPC
PE is easily overwhelmed by the unfamiliar disciplines of project management and blindsided as their project teams provide the most
optimistic possible status reports to improve the appearance of their performance. In contrast the OPC PE is capable of critical
evaluation of people, tools, processes, and reports and cannot be mislead. As long as the IPC PE is incapable of critical evaluation of
their projects they will be vulnerable to surprises and poor planning and control.
It is possible for the IPC PE to compensate for their shortfall of project management experience by having a project professional on
staff, independent of the project teams, to advise and ensure proper operations. The PA is the most logical individual for this role. In
the OPC the PA is a project office (PO) specialist with project management tool skills that helps the project teams build their project
plans, tracks their progress, and provides reports to the PE, the client, and the project team. Because they are staff to the PE they are
not influenced by the project team's need to appear in control.
IPC's used to believe that the project manager (PM) must use the project management tool to build their own plan in order to have a
sense of plan ownership. They have now begun to recognize the advantages of a PA with tools skills separate from the PM.
However, if a PE asks a PM if they would prefer a PA supplied from the PO staff or from their own team they will pick the team
resident PA to retain control of their reporting information. The IPC PE with little project experience will defer to the PM's wishes.
IPC's must provide their PE's with the education they need to critically assess their projects. But even before they are sufficiently
educated they can establish a staff of PA's who are experienced project professionals to ensure that plans are properly constructed,
tracked, and reported. The PA represents the interests of the PE while supporting the project teams. Where team planning and
implementation skills are weak the PA can provide mentoring support and identify skills holes to be filled. Where processes or tools
need to be adjusted the PA can provide advice and assistance to both the teams and the PE. With a minimum of disruption to current
IPC culture and practices the PA can easily become the glue that binds the PE and the project teams into an efficient project
organization.

